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Abstract 

 
On the Internet, malware is one of the most serious threats to system security. Most complex issues and 

problems on any systems are caused by malware and spam. Networks and systems can be accessed and 

compromised by malware known as botnets, which compromise other systems through a coordinated 

attack. Such malware uses anti-forensic techniques to avoid detection and investigation. To prevent systems 

from the malicious activity of this malware, a new framework is required that aims to develop an optimised 

technique for malware detection. Hence, this paper demonstrates new approaches to perform malware 

analysis in forensic investigations and discusses how such a framework may be developed. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Over the last decade, there have been noteworthy improvements in techniques to detect malware 

activities [1]. Loading and distributing executable files over the Internet always presents a risk to 

the overall security of the system [2]. Malware programmes can be installed by attaching hidden 

malicious code in an innocuous file or application. The code can then be activated by a remote 

programmer with the aim of threatening the existing system. According to a study by Islam et al. 

on the risk of downloading [3], of more than 450,000 files downloaded, approximately 18% 

contained malware programs. They also investigated whether different code investigation 

techniques yielded the same results. Astonishingly, they found that there were many cases where 

forensic investigatory tools were unable to detect the malware content of the infected files.  

 

A significant amount of effort has been expended on developing techniques to perform robust 

computer forensic investigations [6]. Such effort has focused on collecting, analysing and 

preserving evidence of malware activities, for e.g. a study on botnets [4] and a study of 

executable spyware and client-sided honeypots[5] also illustrated defensive mechanism for 

securing a system both on the client and server side access. Other reports mentioned in [3][6] 

have also focused on acquiring large and diverse samples of malware to enable researchers and 

forensic experts to understand their nature and its rationale. Some existing tools like ERA 

remover, conficker, etc. can execute hidden and anonymous files and monitor their behaviour. 

These tools provide protection from all threats related to the malware functioning in the system. 

According to reports by Kasama et al (2012), a single piece of malware can compromise and 

infect the entire network system. Thus, protecting systems from unwanted malicious code can be 

considered as one of the most critical concerns in information security [6]. 
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Various protocols and services have been implemented to simulate the behaviour of an end user 

in a compromised system, which assists researchers to analyse and relate malware behaviour in 

order to develop a better detection tool. However, different encryption techniques and complex 

programmes make it difficult to detect the activity of malware [1][3]. Commercially, there are 

various tools existing, but they are not being used to detect in an optimal way. Hence, this makes 

malware a serious threat to the domain of information technology and associated services [7]. 

 

1.1 Problem Statement 
 

Malware is an intended program that performs malicious activity. It can be easily installed in any 

computer with a malicious intent. In a most apt scenario [2], malware attacks by organised crime 

syndicates largely target financial institutes and the banking industry, where they attack on their 

online software services that deal with the system of monetary assets ownership. Cybercriminals 

also enable malware attacks on customers and businesses dealing with financial institutions [2].  

 

Bradford &Yegneswaran (2007) mentioned their report on the increase in malware activity 

through the use of sophisticated tools and methods, making it complicated for its detection 

[8].Also in a study by SANS institute (2012) illustration on the challenges in digital investigation 

on malware was mentioned. According to the report, gathering and analysing large chunks of 

data, obfuscated malware or malicious code are usually time consuming, costly and requires 

different techniques The situation becomes even more complex when the same data are present 

over a large network or various computational systems. This makes its challenging for an 

investigator to gather evidence of illegal distribution with pre-existing forensic tools, pre-defined 

malware detection systems and a limited duration at a workstation [9].  

 

In cases where numerous systems or parties are involved in the same crime, the analysis of 

independent digital data during the investigation can result in the loss of indispensable correlated 

evidence. The loss occurs due to the incapability of digital forensics to craft correlations between 

multiple malware cases. It is exceptionally difficult to detect malware and to obtain accurate data 

due to numerous obfuscation techniques used by the programmers [10]. 

 

As mentioned in [10], this problem can be addressed by focusing on the various digital forensics 

techniques currently used to extract, gather and analyse malware-infected systems. A new 

correlational technique that focuses on typical features of malware activity and that is capable of 

accumulating sufficient forensic evidence against the perpetrator and formulating it to produce 

against the perpetrator in the court is needed. The goal of our research is to optimise the research 

paradigm for malware analysis and to improve the investigatory experience by employing an 

active approach to detect malware programmes. The next section of the report explains the 

existing techniques for malware detection. With this in mind, we focus on developing a robust 

framework for malware analysis and detection.  

 

2. Malware Detection and Digital Forensics 
 

Digital forensics and malware detection exhibit many similarities. Both involve techniques for 

deep and extensive data mining. Comparisons between the two can be exploited to collect 

evidence on any incident related to malware activities. Thus a similarity-based technique is 

required to make the process of detection much quicker and easier for an investigator to get 

results [11]. In contrast to digital forensics, studies on malware detection aim only to find 

pathways and traces of malware activity and not the operation of the malware in a live system. 

The first step should consider the technical principles of digital forensics, as it can formulate 

elements to construct the research base of the investigation. Furthermore, it helps in robust 

explorations of the traces of different types of malware present in the system [11].  
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[12]. The different categories in digital forensics are 
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2.2. File system analysis 
 

The file system refers to the organi
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process, which was introduced in 2001–2002 at the SANS Institute

that begin with the identification phase and end with the final decision 

digital forensics are illustrated in Figure 1.  

 

.Various categories in a digital forensics process 

 

the organisation of various records contained in a system’s database 

ile system is a common process in digital forensics, as it provides 

valuable hidden information about system accessibility [13]. At the stage of data collection

distinctive layers of data from the hard disk for later 
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SANS Institute, includes 
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system’s database 
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. At the stage of data collection, the 
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obtained from these layers can be combined to discover unseen, obfuscated malicious files. The 

in a case where data is kept hidden or encrypted 
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2.3. Characteristics of malware  
 

In both digital forensics and malware detection, it is vital to acquire sufficient data and definitions 

to make the detection system more efficient and the malware easier to recognise. Based on 

knowledge obtained from analyses of various malware domains, it is possible to recognise 

different patterns of malware, thus allowing an investigator to build a profile of the case. 

Different techniques and methods for malware detection proposed in [14][15] can be used to 

develop a new framework for a robust system. These techniques include methods such as time 

stamping, entropy analysis (File type, hashing, etc.) and obtaining traces from keywords and 

identifiers.  

 

• Time stamping: This method includes an analysis of the duration between the attack and the 

initial phase of the investigation of the malware infection. 

• Entropy analysis: The most commonly infected files are executable files. In some cases, the 

infection of these files is very difficult to detect. The infection may be hidden in the indexes, 

recycle bins or system folders. An example of this is Windows/system32. 

• Keywords and identifiers: The simplest way of identifying malware code is via keywords, 

called ‘identifiers’. These identifier scan be used to obtain data from IP addresses, email 

addresses and other sources to get the required information mentioned in a communication 

pattern. For example, ‘key logger’ can be a string used to find hints regarding any malware 

attack on the system. 

  

3. Approaches to Malware Detection and Analysis 
 

In digital forensics, any investigation includes two types of functions: ‘D’, for malware detector, 

and ‘P’, for the programme to be investigated. The maximum range for the D function relies on 

the range of programme P, which is defined as SET {malicious, genial} [16].  

 

The function of detector D is to scan the programme P to check whether the P is malicious or 

genial. D detects the malware on the basis of the machine code, which stores the particulars, or 

the ‘signature’, of the malware. The investigation may yield one of three outcomes: false positive, 

false negative or the hit ratio [16].  

 

• False positive: A false positive is when a scanner detects malware in a non-infected file. This 

means that the characteristics of a particular malicious code are not unique and hence the 

code appears in a non-infected file. 

• False negative: This occurs when a detector fails to expose a particular malicious code in an 

infected domain. This usually happens when a scanner lacks a signature sample of a 

particular malware and hence fails to detect the infection.  

• Hit ratio: The hit ratio occurs when the detector detects the malware accurately. This is 

possible only when the signature of a particular malicious code matches that of a stored 

sample in the detector’s database.  

 

Digital forensics distinguishes two types of malware detection methods: signature-based detection 

methods and anomaly-based methods.  

 

3.1. Signature-based detection and analysis 
 

Signatures are combinations of bytes, which are a constituent part of malware, or a malicious 

code. Malware is categorised into three forms: basic, metamorphic and polymorphic. 

Polymorphic is the most common. As this type of malware hides its identity and source of 
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generation, it becomes very hard for investigators to collect evidence against the plotter [16]. In 

basic malware, the source, or the ‘initial point’, of the programme is reformed, and complete 

control of the system is transmitted to the malicious payload. In polymorphic malware, the codes 

are mutated, while the original data in the system remain intact. This type of malware virus is 

replicated via a model-based engine, and thus the virus mutates every time the programme is 

executed in the same system. Metamorphic malware is based on reprogramming, which 

modulates the characteristics of the parent programme. This produces a new signature for each 

child variant that is created at a later stage [16].  

 

Problems  

 

• Extracting and dispensing the signature is very complex.  

• Signature-based detection and analysis requires the investigator to perform penetrating 

research and analysis, which is only possible manually and in a controlled environment. 

• Bypassing a signature during the investigation is a very common problem. Hence, new 

signatures should be updated every time before conducting the analysis.  

• The ever-growing repositories of malware signatures are becoming very difficult to manage. 

 

3.2. Specification-based detection and analysis [17] 

 
This type of detection system depends on the particular specification of the implementation and 

the deployment of a particular application or system file. The process works by learning all 

phases of the application development and assuming that any abnormality carries malicious code. 

The process uses the concept of reverse engineering, which focuses on reaching the source of the 

programme. Sometimes it takes multiple runs to debug the source coding.  

 

Problems  

 
The main problem with this technique is its accuracy. The whole process depends on pre-defined 

rules to follow, which makes it hard to conduct practical analysis. Moreover, rules for the process 

need to be updated on a regular basis, as it is difficult for an investigator to learn any of it.  

 

4. Requirements for the New Framework 

 
Based on the above conditions faced by investigators, a new framework is required to optimise 

the results. This should be integrated into a system to detect and analyse malware efficiently and 

effectively. To ensure that analysis is comprehensive, it should perform both as a detector and a 

warning system. To understand the precision and the nature of the requirement, an extensive 

market research is required in the field to gather information for analysis. 

 

4.1 Market Research  

 
To find the precise problem statement for the research, qualitative and quantitative approaches 

were implemented using a questionnaire-based methodology. During the research, a questionnaire 

was distributed through email to respective respondents. The questionnaire used a framework 

based on a scale of items to assess data gathered from the respondents. A pilot study was 

accompanied to authenticate the questionnaire, where 30 completed questionnaires were 

collected. Around 43% of the respondents were professionals from IT security, 33% were 

forensics experts, 17% were network administrators and 7% belonged to other IT fields. Below 

are some of the sample questions: 
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1. How often you receive case studies related to Malware for investigation? 

<5% 

 

5% to 20% 

 

20% to 50%  

 

50 to 80% 80% Above 

 

2. How many of the above cases were solved with accurate results 

<5% 

 

5% to 20% 

 

20% to 50%  

 

50 to 80% 80 Above 

 

3. What is your opinion on level of skills and technological tools adopted in your 

company to carry investigating process on malware? 

Weak Average 

 

Strong  

 

 

4. Do you think there is a need of a new customized tool for malware detection 

and analysis? 

Yes No 

 

Can’t say 

 

4.2 Discussion on the Result 

 
The result from the observations reflects the vulnerabilities in the existing tools and 

methodologies present for malware detection. Although most of the experts were aware of the 

criticality and complexity of malware detection, still no specific solution for accurate detection 

was obtained. Some of the analysis report is explained in the following tables. 

 
Table 1.  Important factors from the analysis  

 

Factors Yes No Cant Say 

Changes in Malware Landscape 52% 13% 35% 

Organizational vulnerabilities 47% 20% 33% 

Expertise on Malware  67% 27% 6% 

Detection of malware by non-technical employees 17% 53% 30% 
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Table 2.  Level of Skills in Investigation. 

Weak Average Strong 

13% 60% 25% 
 

Table 3.  Level of accuracy during investigation. 

<5% 5%to 

20% 

20% to 

50% 

50 to 

80 % 

80 above 

7% 20% 43% 27% 3% 

 

 

 
Table 4.  Choice of tools. 

 

Open 

Source 

Shareware Commercial Cant 

Say 

7% 0% 43% 7% 

 

Table 5.  Need of new tool. 

 

Yes No Cant Say 

90% 3% 7% 
 

Table 6.  Preferable Methods. 

 

Dynamic Static  Other 

57% 33% 10% 
 

 

4.3. Result on Analysis 
 

The results of the observations reflect the vulnerabilities in the existing tools and methodologies 

present for malware detection. Although most of the experts were aware of the criticality and 

complexity of malware detection, no specific solution for accurate detection was obtained. Some 

important factors from the analysis were identified that provide a clear view of the problem 

statement. The analysis is as follows: 

 

• The core problem faced by the investigators was to find the level of malware infection in the 

file. 

• Most importantly, investigators required using other parameters, such as Malware signature 

and behaviour in combination, for optimised detection. 

• Most of the infections were both critical and complex. Thus, there is a need for a prerequisite 

method to reduce the associated complication.  

• Although there are tools that are capable of detecting malware and other malicious code, most 

of them produce inaccurate or incomplete results. 

• The cost of the tool played an important role in its adoption. 

• Most of the investigators wanted to use tools based on both dynamic and static methodology. 

• It usually took less time for the investigators to detect the presence of malware, but more time 

to investigate it forensically.  

• Managing and updating the malware database is a task that should be given priority.  
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5. Proposed Framework 

 
The required framework is designed for developing an optimised malware detection and analysis 

tool, which is based on the analysis of and the results obtained from the secondary research 

conducted in the survey report. The entire research pattern is divided into three distinctive phases. 

This distinctive framework defines the various policies, categorises the organisational assets and 

creates a new environmental variable for the process. The framework is designed for developing 

an optimised malware detection system that can confirm the malware infection using any standard 

of deployment. It can also assist in developing a robust and redefined metrics model that can 

work with a three-stage analysis covering all operational activities within the system. It is an 

unbiased model that initialises its operation by first confirming the malware infection, and then by 

analysing, detecting and proliferating it. The objective for developing this framework is to 

understand the concepts of the detection costs associated with dealing with malware discovery 

and analysis in an associated environment in order to provide accurate and precise information 

that can be used to increase the performance matrices. The entire process is divided into three 

phases: 

 

Phase 1: Malware Acquisition Function, 

Phase 2: Detection and Analysis 

Phase 3: Database Operational Function.  

 

Below is the diagram that defines the relationship between the different phases of the process. 

Each phase is explained by keeping the process of implementation in mind. 
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Phase 1: Malware acquisition 
 
Phase 1 initiates its task by confirming the occurrence of malicious code in the data. It deals with 

operations concerning the confirmation of the data that is infected by the malware. It also 

includes the functionalities that contain 

infections in the associated system. This phase includes 

 

• Notification: Acquisition can begin in a variety of 

from a third party (such as CMS

or it can be an alert from an endpoint suit. It can act as a platform to determine whether or not 

the issues occurring in the syste

• Quarantine: The main objective of this component is to collect the damaged file from the 

system and then remove it separately from the 

prevent any duplication/replication of malicious 

non-infected file [21].  

• Triage process: This process only works for identifying the critical nature of the issue that 

occurred due to the malware infection. It contains all sorts of analysis processes to categorise

the problem by level of seriousness (high degree of seriousness or low degree of seriousness)

[22]. 

• Infection confirmation: Up to this point in the process, we have obtained enough 

information to know whether or not the selected data is infected. So, now 
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makes a decision and the next appropriate action is determined [22]. 

 

Depending on the information that is found during Phase 1, the following actions can occur: 

 

• If the selected data is not infected, then the entire process can be stopped and things can 

revert to normal. 

• If a malware infection is detected, we can decide whether to conduct an analysis of the 

selected malware infection or jump directly to the database remediation.  

• If we decide to analyse the data, we must be sure to analyse it properly in order to obtain 

more information about the infection [23]. 

• If we identify the infection and do malware proliferation, we must check whether the selected 

infection matches up to the database; if it does not, then operations need to be performed to 

add the new information to update the existing malware profile [23]. 

 

Phase 2: Detection and analysis 

 
Based on the results from the previous phase, it can now be confirmed that the files are infected 

by the malware. Therefore, the question arises as to how we can go about obtaining information 

about the activity that the phase was trying to perform on the system, whether the attack consisted 

of an attempt to steal a password or an attack on the confidentiality of the data. If it is difficult for 

an organisation to determine the exact level of threat, a complete investigation is required in order 

to fully analyse the infected file.  

 

Detection and analysis constitutes functional output from the first phase (malware acquisition).  

After confirming the presence of a malware infection, the malicious code can be investigated and 

its characteristics can be analysed [25]. Defining the characteristics helps in proliferation, which 

can contribute to developing and updating the malware database (mentioned in Phase 3). The vital 

testing sub-functions include: 

 

Build a control environment 

 

Before doing any analysis, it is important to develop a control environment that can be used to 

perform a thorough investigation. This is mainly a one-time operative process, but with changes 

in the requirements, one must engage in an on-going analysis in order to achieve the target goals 

[24]. The following pre-defined guidelines are required: 

 

• Isolate the infected file: Keep the infected file away from the live data.  The infected file should 

be kept isolated in a separate network, as doing so can prevent a replication of the infection.  

• Provide a separate network: During the investigation, it is important to have access to a 

separate Internet service provider system.  

• Testing tools: Tools used for creating a previous testing environment should be cleaned perfectly 

before starting to work on them again.  

• Keep a log file: A log file should be considered to be a special preference in the investigation, as 

it carries important information about the malware activities. Log files record each step that the 

malicious code used to infect the data file.  

• Sandbox: It is always preferable to perform testing on a separate sandbox, as it becomes easy to 

conduct a specific investigation on the memory file that may contain a malicious infection.  

 

Static Analysis 
 

This function conducts a core analysis process on the suspected file. All results identified by this 

function can be added to the database carrying the malware proliferation function. Malware also 
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leaves evidence behind; thus, a thorough investigation of the executable files can be used to 

identify future threats to the system. Activities can be monitored internally in the system in a 

variety of ways, including network accessibility and performing operations on the file system and 

on the internal storage. To optimise the static analysis process, the following guidelines need to 

be followed (mentioned in [25]): 

 

• Initial analysis: This includes investigating the obvious symptoms of attack in order to 

identify the nature of the infected file. First, we try to match up the fingerprint of the file to 

identify any existing malware profile in the database. This can usually be done using MD5 

hashing.  

• Classifying the format of the file: While analysing the Windows files, every executable file 

contains a schema, which may yield specific information about the cracker and its intention 

for the attack. Analysis of information such as version information, menus and calling 

functions can reveal a lot of evidence [25].  

• Analysing text strings: It is always important to scan the isolated text strings that are present 

in the infected file. Using various keywords in the built-in search field can help in obtaining 

the associated evidence. 

• Debugging: The last step for static analysis is to conduct a process of disassembly. This helps 

determine the patterns that can assist in identifying the attacker [25]. 

 

Dynamic analysis 

 

As mentioned above, static analysis is an initial way to investigate malware in an infected file. 

We need to maintain the goal of creating a robust malware profile that can prevent all future 

malware attack attempts. Although malware infection can be detected at the earliest stage, one 

still may not be able to identify the unauthorised modulations that occurred and that compromised 

the system after the attack. So, here we also apply the dynamic analysis process. The dynamic 

analysis typically gathers information on the following (mentioned in [23]): 

 

• Memory: Malware can bring changes to the buffer flow and can also tamper with the main 

memory of critical programmes. Thus, a deep analysis of the volatile memory can assist in 

obtaining good information about how/why malware activities were accessing internal 

memories.  

• Investigation registries: This involves looking for the modifications that were done in the 

registry keys. The victimised machine can illustrate the exact changes that occurred in the 

machine, which can help the investigator detect easy changes in system.  

• Investigation processes and running services: This can show all the processes that were 

either started or stopped intentionally by the malware. Analysing the processes illustrates 

some of the initial processes that can suggest the track record (origin) of the infected file in 

the system. 

• Looking for virtual machines: Keeping an eye on the attached virtual machine (VM) can 

help an investigator continue the research process. Malware can go dormant after VM is 

detected, so the investigator is required to check for the presence of any VM on the hardware 

or a VM that is running dissolutely inside the system.  

 

Dynamic analysis can be further differentiated into three types:  

 

• Network analysis 

• Device scanning 

• File content analysis 

 

While the static function can assist in analysing the features of executable files, the dynamic 
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function reads the metadata, which include information about the size of the file and its format 

and information about the library management system. These data can be accessed to detect 

malware in the infected file.  

 

Phase 3: Database operational function 

 
Database management is required to ensure that samples of the malware and information about 

the malware are available. This information can be used to update the profile of a particular 

malware, which can contribute to the process of performing an analysis and detecting the 

mechanism. Any failure in malware notifications (in Phase 1) can be remediated to the database 

operation in order to monitor the stage of reinfection of the malware in the system [26]. 

 

Malware profiling includes the following: 

 

• Adding the aggregated information. 

• Packaging the profile to make it more reliable for screening and scanning. 

• Categorising the profiles so as to make it convenient for other investigators to access the 

information. 

• Revisiting the malware profile periodically in order to prevent malware reinfection (an 

updated malware profile is another important function to consider). 

 

6. Implementation of the Approach 

 
By emphasising the described approaches in section 5, an experimental operation and evaluation 

can be undertaken to develop an optimised technique based on pre-defined correlational 

methodologies for robust malware detection. The following steps can be undertaken during the 

experiment: 

 

6.1File content analysis 
 

A file is an important part of the system, as it carries data processed by the user that demonstrates 

all activities done on the system before it was compromised. Hence, analysing file content can 

provide a major clue about the source and the characteristics of the malware.  

 

One major problem faced by all previous detection techniques is the inability of the system to 

recognise obscure malware (e.g. malicious codes that are fully encrypted). In such cases, 

analysing the file content is always preferable compared to the previously mentioned approaches. 

File content analysis can be done either by calculating the entropy of the file or by analysing the 

particular string structure [15].  

 

The entropy calculation method can be used to examine compressed files that are encrypted and 

hence modulated into different formats [15]. In the proposed scenario, the entropy calculation for 

any file type can be done with the ‘Ent tool’, which presents the difference in the sizes between 

an original file and an infected file in a tabular formation. String method analysis involves 

searching for particular keywords. Such analysis can be undertaken with the ICAT tool (from 

TSK), where TSK stands for The Sleuth Kit and Autopsy Browser (which acts as GUI for TSK) 

and can be employed to search for strings [18] 

 

6.2Network analysis 
 

A large amount of malware is distributed over the network to create redundancy and to ensure 
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effective propagation. An optimised network should be able to detect malware and other 

malicious codes. Trojan is the most commonly distributed malware. In this study, the netstat 

command and network packet analysis are discussed as follows: 

 

• Netstat command 

 

This performs the analysis on the TCP/IP network protocol. The conditions of the connection 

before and after deployment of malware on the system will provide a comparison result between 

the two. Deploying TCPView (for listing TCP and UDP endpoints) and Port Explorer (for 

exploring and analysing network sockets) can generate logs and records, which will be matched 

up with the original Listening PID to detect malware functioning [19]. 

 

• Network packet analysis 

 

This technique investigates network traffic flowing on the network channels. Malicious code 

showing unusual activity enables evidence to be collected on the server side [20]. For performing 

the analysis, the Wireshark tool will be deployed on a virtual machine to explore the traffic on the 

suspected host. The main advantage of using a packet sniffer is to obtain knowledge about the 

DNS protocol packets and connections established between the machine and the IP address 

generator [20].  

 

The proposed approach provides a robust framework for detecting malware. The following 
are its characteristics: 

 

• It avoids allowing data chunks to accumulate, making it easier for investigators to flexibly 

detect malware without wasting much time.  

• It focuses on distributed networks, as most other methodologies avoid getting into network 

data.  

• With this approach, it is feasible to track the source of the malware, which can further prevent 

the chance of other malware attacks.  

 

7. Conclusion 
 

This paper discussed a new framework and approach for malware detection. Open source tools 

can be used in the extraction, investigation and analysis of the data. The report focuses on 

malware detection techniques used in digital forensics and data mining. The techniques 

mentioned in Section 4 can be used to perform experiments; hence, results pertinent to live 

systems will be generated. The overall outcome of the study is multi-fold, where the intention is 

to discuss various efficient and optimised techniques for use with malware detection. By 

recognising the faults in the existing systems, the new framework can overcome the limitations 

and thus can assist an investigator in obtaining evidence of malware to get an optimised result.  
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